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The G9 - New Innovative 15kV High Voltage Relay Reduces Cost &
Size in 30-75 Amp Applications
Santa Barbara, California-GIGAVAC®, today's expert in high voltage relays announces the new G9 sealed single
pole, double throw (SPDT) 15kV, 75 Amp vacuum relay that solves size, weight and cost issues for 30 to 75
Amp high voltage relay applications. The G9 has tungsten contacts sealed in a vacuum, so it is impervious to
external contamination for years of failure free operation and can hot switch lower current loads. The G9 is
just 58 mm tall and 60 mm wide including terminals. It comes with screw terminals for easy connections, and
flange mounting that keeps the high voltage and control circuits far apart-to eliminate cross talk and any
chance of high voltage shorts to the coil circuit.
"Up until now, customers with applications up to 15 kV, with currents above 30 amps had to buy a much larger
and more expensive relay," said Jim Lanum, GIGAVAC's VP Sales, "So GIGAVAC developed the all-new G9 midrange 75 Amp relay, that fits between our G8 relay rated up to 30 Amps, and our hefty G50 that will carry up to
110 Amps. The new G9 saves the customer more than 35% in relay costs and makes their system much
smaller."
The G9 coil voltages are 12 Vdc, 26.5 Vdc, 115 Vdc or customized; plus has GIGAVAC's exclusive changeable
coil feature that allows users to switch the coil even after the relay has been installed. Most popular models
are in stock with special orders available within four weeks. For example, in quantities of 25 units, the price of
the G9WF model is $267 each, plus transportation and handling. GIGAVAC accepts VISA, MasterCard and
American Express and generally ships most relays the same day the order is received, and has representatives
throughout the world that can deliver the products in your country and your currency, at the lowest possible
cost. Note: Same quantity pricing for other GIGAVAC relays mentioned are: G8WF $224 and G50WF $422
For complete information and ordering, visit www.gigavac.com or call 805-755-2000.
About GIGAVAC
Based in Santa Barbara, California, GIGAVAC is today's expert in high voltage relays . Founded by leading
industry professionals, GIGAVAC designs, manufactures and sells high voltage relays to manufacturers of test
equipment, power supplies, wafer fabrication, RF and communications equipment, MRI/medical equipment
and others in need of high voltage relay solutions. www.gigavac.com
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